
Unit 2 Vocaulary_Romano-Rodriguez_Y
Use this kahoot to work on the vocabulary of whatever you are studying.

Simply duplicate it and add revealing information for your class.

1 play • 20 players

A private kahoot

Questions (20)

1 - Quiz

What is the meaning of Synthesis ?

a matter of making connections or putting things together

lack of proper planning and control

a place, line, or point of parting.

2 - Quiz

What is a synonym of Quantitative ?

indeterminate

inde�nable

computable

unworthy

20 sec

20 sec



3 - Quiz

Choose an example of an Objective statement.

cats share about 95.6% of their DNA with tigers

dogs are better than cats

Plausible answer

cats are the cutest animals

4 - True or false

Plagiarism is not the same as using material as insperation

True

False

5 - True or false

An example of bias would be a middle school ELA teacher favoring athletes.

True

False

6 - Quiz

What is the de�nition of Bibliography ?

the study of bibles

a list of all of the sources you have used researching your work

a list of all religious scriptures

20 sec

20 sec



Unit 2 Vocabulary_Safari.I
1 play • 16 players

A public kahoot

Questions (20)

1 - Quiz

Which sentence uses evaluate correctly?

"when you evaluate any text, look for the main idea

y = mx + b

"evaluate the word to make it shorter"

"We must continually evaluate the system to see if there's any bugs"

2 - True or false

Quantitve data is based on information that cannot measured using numbers

True

False

20 sec

20 sec



3 - Quiz

How do you summarize a text?

You write an evulation of every word

You give a brief statment on your opinion of the text

You give a long statement of the main points

You give a brief statement of the main points

4 - True or false

prejudice in favor of or against one thing is being bias

True

False

5 - True or false

Data collected on the amount of air pollution is subjective

True

False

6 - Quiz

Fill in the blank : To show evidence in your writing, you have to _____ the text

Cite

evaluate

Paraphase

Annotate

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



7 - Quiz

what should a Bibliography include?

a list of all of the sources you have used

A list of everything wrong with the text

8 - True or false

The main idea should be Extraneous

True

False

9 - True or false

Citing  the text is Plagiarism 

True

False

10 - True or false

The ditigal header/Footer should have some Relevance

True

False

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



11 - Quiz

Xenophobia is the fear of ____

immigrants

Spiders

The majority

Youth

12 - True or false

Discrimination is accepting and �ghting for equality

True

False

13 - Quiz

What is white supremacy?

The idea (ideology) that white people are superior to people of color

The idea (ideology) that white people are inferior to people of color

The idea (idealogy) that white people are equal to people of color

The idea(ideology) that white people are inferior to people of color

14 - Quiz

which is an example of Decolonization

The Scramble for Africa, also called the Partition of Africa

Ghana became the �rst sub-Saharan African country to gain its independence

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



15 - True or false

Colorism is purporting to not notice race in an effort to not appear be racist.

True

False

16 - Quiz

what is an example of classism

Helping the poor

Indian caste system

17 - True or false

People of color are white people

True

False

18 - True or false

Recruiting POC to formal leadership positions, but keeping all the power is an 
example of Tokenism

True

False

19 - True or false

 Youth Oppression is Systematic subordination and mistreatment of young 
people and elders based on age

True

False

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



Resource credits
Description: Andriy Onufriyenko/Moment/Getty Images

20 - True or false

Racial Equity can be caused by Systemic Racism

True

False

20 sec



7 - True or false

An inference is an educated guess

True

False

8 - Quiz

What is the correct spelling?

pearafrase

parafrase

paraphrase

9 - True or false

Summarizing a text is retelling the text with detail

True

False

10 - Quiz

What is the de�nition of Expository ?

not providing useful or intresting information

explaining and or describing somehthing

not providing any knowledge or understanding about a subject or situation

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



11 - Quiz

Christopher Columbus is known for his ___________ of America

treaty

friendship

colonization

12 - Quiz

What is an Ally ?

Someone who makes the commitment and effort to recognize their privilege

a state cooperating with another for a military or other purpose

13 - Quiz

When soemone does something wrong what is the number one thing they 
have to do

blame the other party

take accountability

lie about what happened and tell people they overexagerated the situation

14 - Quiz

Classism is?

prejudice in favor of people belonging to a particular social class

the state of being equal, especially in status and rights

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



15 - True or false

Cultural Appropriation is the appreciation of all cultures without 
mocking,disrespecting, and hurting said culture

True

False

16 - True or false

Colorism is very prevalent in many cultures due to the belief that white skin is 
more preferable

True

False

17 - Quiz

What is Bigotry ?

the ability or willingness to tolerate something

open-minded

unreasonable attachment to a belief

18 - True or false

The de�nition of a antisemitism is a term of worldwide support towards the 
Jewish population.

True

False

20 sec

20 sec



19 - Quiz

What would be an example of White Fragility ?

A white person repectively listening to any minorities experience

A white person becoming enraged when any minority calls out social injustic

20 - True or false

The meaning of microaggression is intentional or non-intentional derogatory 
behaviours targeting mostly minorities.

True

False

20 sec



Unit 2 Vocabulary_Green.B
1 play • 1 player

A private kahoot

Questions (20)

1 - Quiz

What does it mean to copy something straight from the source?

Idk nor do I care

newness

Originality

Plagerize

2 - Quiz

Guess the word based on synonyms: Assemble, systemize, organize, 
expose,etc

Garnish

Sanitizer

No clue

Compile

20 sec



3 - Quiz

We were talking about strawberries,blueberries, and rasberries; pork chops 
has no_________to it

Precise

Poodles

Relevance

parameter

4 - True or false

A bibliography is the same thing as a reference.

True

False

5 - Quiz

Writing 5-7 sentences about an article, movie, piece of writing, or etc.

Songwriting

Summary

Concluding

Inferencing

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec



6 - Quiz

Fill in blank: Based on the �rst paragraph I can ___that the story will be about.

conclude

speak

burgers

infer

7 - Quiz

Guess the word

objective

unbiased

subjective

impartial

8 - Quiz

De�ne synthesis

the combination of ideas to form inference about a paragraph

the combination of ideas to form a theory or system.

idfk

idc

20 sec

20 sec



9 - Quiz

De�ne expository :

intended to explain or describe something.

to have an opinion about a certain someone

a love letter

to have evidence of exposing somebody

10 - Quiz

Guess the word based on the picturew

I wish I knew

Free da slaves

Abolition

Slavery

11 - Quiz

Based on your story what do you think the word is?

White Privilege

Sexism

Racisim

Xenophobia

20 sec



12 - Quiz

Based on this picture what do you think the word is?

Racisim

Xenophobia

idk

Homophobia

13 - Quiz

Because she's in a predominately white school she constantly gets made fun 
of because of her dark skin

idk

blackism

Racism

darkism

14 - Quiz

ClaudetteColvin was the �rst person to defy segregation laws person;she was 
darker skinned,15 and at the time pregnant. 

Sexism

Racism

Colorism

All of the above

20 sec

20 sec



15 - Quiz

Guess the word

help

Racism

Languages

Culture

16 - Quiz

Guess the word based on antonyms;esemblance, sameness, similarity

sharing

Univeristy

Diversity

Bubbles

17 - Quiz

BONUS:WHAT FLAG IS THIS

Bisexual

Nobinary

Gender�uid

Pansexual

20 sec



18 - Quiz

Rich people people have the_____to buy whatever food,drinks or clothes they 
want,

Privilege

Denial

Sacri�ce

Bananas

19 - True or false

Is it true that oppression is only resonated with black people

True

False

20 - Quiz

What is NOT true about bibliographies?

can help your readers �nd more information on the topic.

prove that the information in your research came from trustworthy sources.

reference to a book or author, especially in a scholarly work

a list of the books of a speci�c author or on a speci�c subject

20 sec

20 sec

20 sec


